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ABSTRACT
Creating digital comics involves multiple stages, some creative and
some menial. For example, coloring a comic requires a labor-intensive
stage known as ‘flatting,’ or masking segments of continuous color,
as well as creative shading, lighting, and stylization stages. The use
of AI can automate the colorization process, but early efforts have
revealed limitations—technical and UX—to full automation. Via a
formative study of professionals, we identify flatting as a bottleneck and key target of opportunity for human-guided AI-driven
automation. Based on this insight, we built FlatMagic, an interactive, AI-driven flat colorization support tool for Photoshop. Our
user studies found that using FlatMagic significantly reduced professionals’ real and perceived effort versus their current practice.
While participants effectively used FlatMagic, we also identified
potential constraints in interactions with AI and partially automated workflows. We reflect on implications for comic-focused
tools and the benefits and pitfalls of intermediate representations
and partial automation in designing human-AI collaboration tools
for professionals.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and tools;
Systems and tools for interaction design; • Computing methodologies → Artificial intelligence.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Comic production has gradually transitioned from paper-based workflows towards entirely digital ones [51]. This is partially in response
to changes in the way audiences consume comics through the web
and mobile platforms [1, 2, 52]. One notable aspect that distinguishes digital comics from paper-based ones is the degree of colorization [19]. Unlike paper-based comics [44], many digital comic
professionals publish fully colorized output [2] which tremendously
increases the labor. While previous research has presented novel
designs for supporting digital comic colorization [19, 54, 62], professional comic colorization workflows are still highly manual and
labor-intensive [54].
In this work, we aim at realizing the potential of human-AI
collaboration in digital comic colorization. To do so, we designed
and built FlatMagic, an AI-driven interactive colorization support
tool. While there is a rich body of research into supporting artists’
creativity-related activities through the design of human-AI collaboration [20], there have been relatively few approaches aiming at
supporting comic colorization for professionals [41]. Among the
many design principles in the human-AI collaboration literature,
we were particularly mindful of striking the balance between the
automation–provided through AI–and controls–afforded through
interactive interfaces [26, 42, 46, 49]. For professionals to consider
adopting a new tool, the tool’s automated features must lessen
their collective labor for task completion [56]. This must be done
without disrupting their goal of adjusting the intermediate outcome necessary for quality control [13]. However, finding this subtle balance can be difficult. Too much automation can restrict professionals’ capability to control the output quality as intended while
narrowly scoping the automation can shrink task efficiency gains.
In this work, we argue that the key to developing a successful
human-AI collaboration is closely connected to retaining the system’s property of intermediate representation, a capability to
provide an automated outcome in a revisable way based on close
observation of user workflow.
Based on our assumption, we set out to discover an appropriate intermediate representation by closely observing professional
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workflows in our formative study (S1). In S1, we seek to understand professionals’ step-by-step colorization workflows and their
perception of AI-driven automation. Results indicate that colorization workflows are fairly standardized into the following stages: (1)
flatting—drawing mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive
basic segments used for further effects in later stages, (2) shadowing—
stylizing the flat colors with a variety of different shadowing strategies, (3) lighting—adding lighting effects, (4) background—placing
a background, and (5) special effects—adding details for effects like
lightning, sparks, and reflections from special materials in the scene.
While participants expressed their excitement about numerous AIdriven colorization tools, we found that they cannot readily apply
them. By “merging” every stage of colorization into a single AI
“prediction,” participants found that these tools didn’t provide the
intermediate representation suitable for quality control work and
personal stylization. Additionally, we found that professionals perceive flatting as tedious, repetitive, and labor-intensive while perceiving the rest of the stages as more engaging and an opportunity to express their unique style. Based on these insights, we concluded that scoping AI’s automation to flatting can provide appropriate intermediate representation that balances automation and
control in professionals’ colorization workflow.
Based on the findings in S1, we designed FlatMagic, an interactive comic flat colorization tool for Photoshop. FlatMagic leverages
a high-performing back-end flatting segment prediction algorithm
which combines a novel neural-redrawing model with a postprocess to overcome neural network resolution limitations. In two
end-to-end studies (S2), we hypothesize that using FlatMagic can
boost professionals’ behavioral and perceived task efficiency while
increasing their willingness to adopt the tool in their workflow. In
the first study (S2-1), we tested our system with 16 university students majoring in comic arts in experimental settings. We then conducted a semi-deployment study with 5 comic professionals (S2-2).
In S2-1, we found that FlatMagic significantly reduced task completion time for flat colorization (by 30%) while also significantly
increasing perceived task efficiency and perceived quality of automation versus their best practice. In S2-2, we found that participants felt FlatMagic can be applicable to their workflows because
its AI-driven automation can cut down on their labor while results
meet their quality standards. Based on reflections on our design
processes and findings in S1 and S2, we conclude with implications
for (1) designing new human-AI collaboration tools for comic colorization support and (2) considering intermediate representations
in designing human-AI collaboration tools.
This work offers the following contributions:
• Understanding Comic Colorization Workflows: Through S1,
we extend our knowledge about professionals’ workflows for
comic colorization and their perceptions about applying AI-driven
tools in practice. In our design phase, we describe how we applied the observed workflow towards scoping the AI’s automation boundary to create a tool with a suitable intermediate representation.
• Technical Contribution: We present FlatMagic, a human-AI
collaboration design for supporting professional flat colorization.
FlatMagic successfully performs flat segment prediction based
on a novel neural redrawing AI model.
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• Effects of FlatMagic: Through S2, we understand how applying
the notion of intermediate representation in designing a humanAI collaboration tool can impact user behavior and perception.
• Implications for Design: We reflect on the implications of how
designers can apply our notion of intermediate representation in
building Human-AI collaboration tools. We also present a problem space for AI-driven comic colorization support for future
designers.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Creativity Support through AI in HCI
There are a number of efforts in HCI to broadly support creative
professionals. We review the general application areas for creativity support, and notable principles in human-AI collaboration design. Then we will discuss research in adoption-minded design.
Creativity support with novel design is a major topic in HCI [14,
20]. Application areas in graphic design and visual arts include
painting support [7], 3D design analysis [40], and procedural arts [30].
With the introduction of AI tools, HCI researchers have increasingly integrated AI-driven sub-systems, making the applications
even more diverse. For instance, Davis et al. introduced the concept
of co-creative agents in improvisational drawing [15, 16]. Other
notable applications include 3D modeling support [11], interactive
vectorization [60], icon creation [66], and storyboarding [48].
With an increasing use of AI in user-facing tools, researchers
have begun to establish design principles for Human-AI interaction (HAI). These guidelines can help researchers and practitioners understand when, how, and why we can apply AI-driven approaches for helping users [49]. While there are a variety of principles, the “automation-control” framework is particularly relevant
to designing human-AI collaboration tools for professionals. As
AI-driven tools are expanding the range of tasks, understanding
how to define roles for humans and AIs has become crucial in
designing human-AI collaboration tools [49]. For instance, Heer
discussed how to reconcile “tension” that can arise when human
agency leverages AI-driven automation in the tasks of data wrangling, exploratory analysis, and natural language translation [26].
To explain how to scope the AI automation in human-AI collaboration, Lubar and Tan derived the notion of “task delegability,”
characterized by the four factors of motivation, difficulty, risk, and
trust [38]. Through their experimental study, Roy et al. found that
endowing high control to users in a human-AI collaboration scenario improves user preferences towards a system [46]. While some
studies put more emphasis on the automation side and give AI
more authority [22, 39], the consensus in the literature seems to
be that endowing humans with decision-making power is a basic
requirement [11, 42].
While the balance discussed in the automation-control framework provides a useful viewpoint for determining the role boundary between AI and humans, there has been relatively little speculation on how designers can apply the framework with adoptionminded design [36]. Adoption-minded design puts a greater emphasis on devising practical and useful tools to be chosen and adopted
by users “in the wild” as opposed to demonstrating the feasibility
of novel ideas through prototypical implementation [13]. When it
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comes to building a creativity support tool for professionals, defining clear boundaries between AI automation and user control is
challenging for multiple reasons. First, professionals tend to have
their familiar workflows and are reluctant to apply new and unfamiliar ones. To motivate use of new software, finding the right
boundary may entail careful reflection on professionals’ knowledge about existing tools, their familiar interactive features, and
task ownership [7]. The second reason stems from the nature of
the complexity in the design of any interactive system [27]. Since
there are several features in a single system, defining the boundary
between automation and control can easily overwhelm designers.
Lastly, in technology adoption theories there are multiple prominent factors that might affect the “right” balance between automation and control. For example, the Unified Theory of Acceptance
and Use of Technology explains performance expectancy, effort
expectancy, social influence, and facilitating conditions as underlying factors that determine people’s adoption of new technologies [56]. To establish more formal guidelines, we need further investigation.
While there have been a variety of approaches exploring the
potential of AI-driven design to support creativity-related activities [20], relatively few approaches focused on comic colorization
support. We found some notable principles for defining the boundary between humans and AI [26, 38, 46] in Human-AI collaborative
systems, but applying the principles in practice can be challenging. Consequently, by applying automation-control principles in
the context of comic professionals’ colorization support, we aim
to extend our knowledge to this domain, while also better understanding how to better apply the automation-control framework
in adoption-minded design.

2.2

Computational Colorization Support

Aside from HCI-flavored research, automating comic production
process through novel computational techniques has been a longstanding interest in computer graphics and vision [5, 21, 41].
Digital comic colorization methods belong in the family of image colorization techniques. Image colorization can be categorized
as hint-based or fully-automatic. Some hint-based approaches take
a set of color images to serve as references for a colorization model
that transfers colors to a grayscale image [25, 29, 37, 58]. In other
hint-based approaches, users draw color strokes on an input gray
scale image to serve as sparse color hints. Methods must expand
the “hint colors” to appropriate regions based on similarities in the
grayscale pixel data [34]. However, inaccuracies in the location and
shape of color stroke hints lead to unexpected and undesirable inaccuracies in the colorized results [43]. This forces the user to perform additional edits until they obtain expected results. To reduce
user effort, later methods have added edge constraints [31] or reduced the input requirement from color scribbles to color dots [64].
Fully automatic colorization doesn’t require any human input, instead leveraging recent advances in large datasets and machine
learning. Early approaches use large datasets to train a colorization neural network model in a straightforward way [12, 28]. More
recent approaches train models to recognize specific object categories in a single image and colorize appropriately (e.g., the sky is
blue and trees are green) [53, 59].
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Directly applying image colorization techniques to the problem
of comic colorization exposes numerous challenges. Comics are
rough sketches or line drawings, which usually don’t have dense
enough pixel intensity information (texture) to guide the color extrapolation correctly. To solve this problem, Qu et al. [44] proposed
an approach for manga colorization based on pattern-continuity
to identify contiguous manga regions. More recent learning-based
methods can transfer colors from example color images onto sketches
[33] or given several user-provided color dots [63]. Similar colorization approaches have recently been made available to the public,
including casual and professional users, in software such as Petalica Paint [55] and Colorize [9]. These approaches have not been
widely adopted, perhaps because they over-automate the problem
rather than supporting existing professional workflows as we do.
A few approaches specifically focused on flatting. None of these
methods have evaluated their techniques with controlled user studies as we have. One early approach is Sýkora et al.’s LazyBrush [54],
which intelligently interprets imprecise placement of user input
based on Fitts’ law [17]. LazyBrush also considers imprecision in
the input comic, such as small gaps in the lines. However, LazyBrush’s heuristics sometimes lead to incorrect flat color region
boundaries (Fig. 6). LazyBrush has been integrated into Krita [18].
Fourey et al. [19] also introduced an interactive approach for flat
colorization. Their contribution is a technique capable of handling
small gaps and digitization artifacts in the input comic with lower
computational cost than prior work. Fourey et al. [19]’s algorithm
has been integrated into GIMP [23]. For relatively simple drawings,
Parakkat et al. [43] introduced a flatting algorithm based on Delaunay triangulation. While all of these heuristic (non-data-driven)
approaches have the potential to provide better flatting tools, their
output demonstrates the difficulty of explicitly modeling human
perception and context in segmenting input comics into flat-color
regions. One data-driven approach was proposed contemporaneously to ours. Zhang et al. [62] created a dataset for flatting [61]
and then introduced a learning-based interactive flatting and colorization technique from a small set of strokes. The results show
that asking the user to input few strokes is both powerful and challenging for precise control. Color bleeding artifacts are visible in
the output (Fig. 6). While this algorithmic approach shows the potential of AI in digital comic flat colorization, our work attempts
to answer the question of how one should design for adoption and
integration into professionals’ existing workflow and practice.
Among this rich literature on the colorization of photographs
and comics, few aim to improve the colorization process for professionals. In general, the approaches do not allow human intervention in the algorithm loop for further revision (e.g., [21, 33]), are
based on training sets and annotations from non-professionals, or
do not design or evaluate inside professional interfaces and workflows (e.g., [19, 43, 54, 62]). FlatMagic is designed around professionals’ existing workflows (as a Photoshop plugin with interactions via professionals’ most familiar tools). We evaluate FlatMagic
with controlled expert studies.

3 STUDY 1: FORMATIVE STUDY
We conducted a formative study (S1) with digital comic artists to
discover the potential of AI as a tool to support their colorization
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Figure 1: A digital comic colorization workflow shared by one of our participants:(a) Line drawing, (b) Flat colorization, (c)
Shading, (d) Lighting, and (e) Special Effects
process. In S1, we specifically aimed to (1) gain a deeper understanding of professionals’ workflow for digital comic colorization,
and (2) capture professionals’ perceptions about current AI-driven
colorization tools and future expectations.

3.1

Methodology

We conducted a semi-structured interview approach [32] with our
participants. To recruit the participants, we first contacted academic
researchers who specialize in digital comics and animation. We
asked them to introduce professionals who can share their colorization practice and perspectives about applying AI-driven colorization in their practice. With their help, we interviewed five professionals who have published their work in commercial comic distribution platforms, such as Webtoon and Lezhin1 , for more than
three years. For every interview, we shared a slide that presents
a set of questions crafted to understand the following themes: (1)
participants’ overall colorization workflow; (2) a step-by-step explanation of how each stage in their workflow is practiced, in terms
of tools they use, cases they find difficult, and the ways they define
success; and (3) their previous experience and future expectations
towards adopting AI-driven solutions in their colorization workflow. At the beginning of each interview, we obtained permission
to record audio. Each session took 53 minutes on average. (The
shortest took 41 min. while the longest took 61 min.) The audio
was transcribed by professional transcribers for precise analysis.
In analyzing the data, the second and the last authors followed
an iterative coding method [47]. Specifically, after every interview
session, we separately (1) built preliminary codes to understand
unique/interesting aspects using transcripts and (2) wrote analytic
memos to synthesize cross-transcript insights. We then met and
discussed specific directions of inquiry for the next interviews. After interviewing five participants, we found we had no further directions of inquiry. Finally, we (3) refined preliminary codes to
final codes, then (4) performed consensus-based diagramming to
define the structure of findings.

3.2

Results

Participants described similar workflows consisting of five stages:
flatting, shading, lighting, background, and special effects.
We also found significant consensus in terms of their viewpoints
regarding the current and future of AI-driven colorization design.
While participants were very excited when they first tried AI-driven
colorization tools, they mentioned that current features are insufficient for them to consider adopting it in their workflow. This was
1 https://www.webtoons.com/en/,

https://www.lezhinus.com/en

mostly because existing solutions do not present the controls necessary for them to revise intermediate outcomes generated from
AI for quality control. Regarding their expectation for future tools,
the majority of participants expressed the need for a tool that can
reduce their labor particularly in the flatting stage, which takes
roughly 50% of their labor for the whole process of colorization.
The underlying reasons that participants wanted automation features for flatting were closely related to their (1) level of ownership,
(2) potential labor benefit if the tool is realized, and (3) perceived
feasibility and expectations of future AI.
3.2.1 Digital Comic Colorization Workflow. Through the interviews,
we learned that every participant used a similar workflow for performing colorization (see Fig. 1). The workflow has five stages called
flatting, shadowing, lighting, background, and special effects. P4
mentioned: “While every artist has their unique way and style of
creating their colorization outcomes, as a whole industry, we have a
well-established standard colorization process.”
Comic colorization starts from flatting a line drawing where
artists create a set of mutually exclusive layers that each represents “semantically distinguishable area from our eyes” (P1). Fig. 2
(c) shows examples of each layer, such as a character’s skin, teardrop
lines, teeth, jacket, shirt, and each hand. While the process seems
straightforward, participants mentioned that flatting requires substantial time. P1 mentioned that she spends at least 6 hours at full
attention to flat around 60 panels, which takes 50% of her time
spent in the entire colorization process. P5 remarked that he typically asks his assistants to flat around 50 to 60 panels for a weekly
issue. He will need to re-touch their work, which still takes 40%
of his time for the entire colorization process. While participants
think the flatting stage itself is monotonous and repetitive, they
mentioned that they need to pay full attention (P1, P2, P3, P5) to
meet the two requirements they said they prioritize for yielding
successful flat results as follows.
The first requirement is flat consistency. Flat consistency can
be achieved when segments consistently stay in their desired areas and don’t spill out. Every participant mentioned that there is
a discrepancy between “raw” segments divided by lines in a line
drawing and ideal segments after flatting. Two cases contribute to
this discrepancy:
• Falsely closed lines: An unbroken line in the drawing divides
segments that should be merged in the flat results. For example,
the green lines in the hair and clothes of Fig. 2 (b) divide the hair
and clothes into multiple segments.
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shading and lighting were more complex and required more skill
than the flatting stage. This aspect made them feel that the unique
style they choose in shading and lighting becomes their “signature”
which differentiates their final products from others. Along these
lines, every participant mentioned that they tend not to outsource
shading and lighting. In general, participants mentioned that in the
professional world, it is not easy to characterize what is successful shading or lighting due to the variety of possible styles. The
next stage we identified was adding backgrounds. We found participants put relatively less effort into this stage, as they add little
or no details to the background. In some cases, participants mentioned they draw very simple backgrounds by themselves. For the
majority of cases, they use “assets” they purchase from online markets or templates they created in their past work. The final stage
adds special effects. In general, this stage needs a certain level of
effort, but the panels that need special effects are relatively scarce.

Figure 2: Flat process: (a) Line drawing, (b) Falsely closed
lines (green lines) falsely opened areas (red circles), (c) Flat
layers, and (d) Flat results

• Falsely opened lines: An open or broken line is a consequence
of an artists’ choice in expressing lightweight density. When flatting, this open area needs to be manually closed to avoid flood fill
spilling outside the intended region. For example, the red circles
in Fig. 2 (b) showcases openings that need to be closed during
flatting (i.e., separating the skin and teardrop).
The majority of participants agreed that manually finding and
fixing falsely opened and closed areas is costly. P2 mentioned: “when
it comes to successful flat, it is crucial that every segment neither violates nor is invaded by adjacent segments. They should stay in their
desired area regardless of (how) lines (are drawn). These cases are
quite frequent and we typically spend a lot of extra time to fix them”.
The second requirement is flat completeness characterized by (1)
mutual exclusivity (segments in a scene do not overlap), and (2) collective exhaustiveness (segments together cover the whole figure).
When flatting, participants said they prefer bucket tools due to the
cheap interaction cost. However, naively bucketing colors on the
line drawing would likely introduce dirty artifacts along lines. P3
mentioned: “Often, you can see some dirty bits. You can find these
unpleasant artifacts when using a bucket tool with anti-aliased lines.
You can remove these by setting a different threshold in Photoshop
or Clip Studio. But every segment is unique and setting the right parameter is not easy or not even feasible.”.
After flatting, artists typically added shadows to each segment
first, then add lighting effects. The most evident pattern we found
in these stages is that there was no ground rule or principles. Several participants mentioned that is the stage where they start to express their creativity. Similarly, we found that there are a variety of
shading strategies that artists choose. In general, participants felt

3.2.2 Experiencing AI-driven Tools. Every participant mentioned
that they had a chance to learn and experience existing AI-driven
colorization tools. The tools range from a sub-function presented
in a major drawing tool (e.g., the colorize function in Clip Studio [9]) to web-based services (e.g., Petalica Paint [55], Webtoon
AI Painter [57]).
While every participant had a certain level of expectations for
AI-driven colorization support tools, they mentioned a common
issue—lack of control—that makes it hard to adopt the tools in their
workflow. P1 remarked: “There is a new colorization feature in Clip
Studio. The tool gives me automated results using my initial hints.
But I couldn’t really use the outcome because it applies random colors here and there. When we heard the news about the auto coloring feature, [our team was] very much looking forward to using it.
But I need control over every detail of my results as a professional. I
couldn’t find a way to use it.” Some found the issue stems from the
way the tools were designed; not allowing them to check the intermediate outcomes between stages. P2 mentioned. “The existing
AI-driven tools merge every colorization step, starting from flatting
to shading and lighting. They create an outcome with a uniform style
of a soft and lightweight gradient. For those who use a different style,
for example, looking for a dark style with dramatic contrast, using
this lightweight results would disrupt the whole atmosphere.”
The lack of control led participants to feel that they need to invest more effort than with their current practice. P5 mentioned: “I
put skin color hint to skin areas and blue color to cloth. Well, the outcome is actually not that bad. But these blurry boundaries between
segments show how much progress they must make. This is far away
from what I expected. Simply put, I need to spend more time to recover this than starting from scratch.” P4 remarked: “At this moment,
there is no convincing reason to use the tools because it would double
colorization processing time.”
3.2.3 Expectations of Future AI-driven Support. Participants’ negative impressions towards AI-driven colorization tools was closely
related to the lack of control. Connected to this finding, the majority of participants remarked on the necessity of allowing users to
review intermediate results between stages when applying AI. In
particular, many of our participants expressed their highest interest in having AI-driven support for flatting than other stages.
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Figure 3: FlatMagic core functions: Users can fill a segment through (a) Colorize—bucket a segment using green neural lines or
(b) Fine Colorize—bucket a segment by referencing both green & black lines. (c) In case the segments can’t be filled as intended,
they can draw a line to tweak a neural line. (d) FlatMagic offers a view mode switch (displaying or hiding neural lines).
Through the analysis, we found three distinctive aspects that
contribute to their preference towards the flatting stage. First, participants had less ownership in flatting, because the flatting itself
has a limited impact on making “distinguishable” outcomes than
other stages. Consequently, lower ownership led them to be more
open to outsourcing flatting to other “agents” (e.g., assistants). Second, because participants felt that flatting is the stage with the
most expensive cost that acts as a bottleneck, they felt the support
of AI-driven flatting can help them invest more resources into later
stages that “matter” more to the overall product quality. P2 noted:
“Cutting down our time in flatting would eventually improve the overall quality of our work because we can prioritize the later stages. If
it works well, this solution will be sensational.”. Lastly, while participants felt it might be possible for AIs to automate flatting as
this task has “ground truth,” they felt automating the later stages
would not be feasible as they are in the realm of creativity with
no “right answer.” P3 mentioned: “I’m not sure if AI-driven shading
and lighting can even be possible. I’m very dubious.” Meanwhile, P5
shared her fear about AI-driven shading and lighting: “I hope this
won’t happen. As a professional artist, shading, lighting, and the process after flatting is an eminent way to express my uniqueness. If I
see the new features [that automate shadowing and lighting], I may
feel an occupational crisis.” Although many participants expressed
their skepticism about the direction, some mentioned AI-driven
auto shadowing and lighting could be a “dream tool” (P4).

3.3

Takeaways & Design Requirements

Through S1, we understood how and why current AI-driven colorization tools cannot fully meet professional needs for colorization support. The main reason is mostly related to the way the current tools scope the role of AI. By creating colorization outcomes
that merge several stages, current tools fail at offering professionals a chance to revise their intermediate outcomes. After we understood the modularized nature of colorization workflows, we identified the need for presenting revisable breakpoints between stages.
Consequently, we identified that a tool that offers a proper intermediate representation would be crucial in helping professionals
better leverage powerful AI-driven automation capabilities while
enabling them to control the quality as intended. Combining these
takeaways, we derive the design requirements for intermediate
representations as follows:
• When designing a Human-AI collaboration tool with intermediate representations, a modularized, multi-stage workflow should
be carefully considered in scoping the role of AI. In several cases,
step-by-step AI support is more desirable than an end-to-end AI.

• Not all steps can/should be automated through AI. A designer’s
decision to provide AI-driven support should be based on considerations of expected model performance—which will likely explain how much labor can be reduced through AI—and user preference and expectations which represent their domain knowledge. For our case, we identified that professionals have a higher
intention to apply AI-driven support in flatting than other stages.
• Guidance and correction to the intermediate outcome should be
done interactively in a way that is consistent with the understood task workflow of an expected user group.

4 FLATMAGIC
Based on the requirements we derived, we built FlatMagic, an interactive, AI-driven flatting support tool that aims at reducing professionals’ labor. In our interviews, we found that professionals are
most familiar with four tools: the fill bucket, magic wand, lasso,
and brush. Consider Jocelyn, a comic artist using a traditional flatting tool. Jocelyn loads a line drawing. She begins with the bucket
tool, clicking inside closed regions to fill them with color. A closed
region is an area fenced-in by lines in the drawing (with no gaps).
She notices “dirty” pixels on the fringes of filled regions caused
by anti-aliasing. She uses the brush tool to directly paint the dirty
pixels with the correct color. Sometimes when she fills a region
with the bucket tool, a small gap in the region’s boundary causes
the color to spill out into an adjacent region. She clicks inside the
region with the magic wand, which selects the region and its spill.
She then circles the spill with the lasso tool and subtracts it from
the selection. Cleaning dirty pixels and fixing spills slows Jocelyn
down and requires tedious mental effort.
Unsurprisingly, the fill bucket tool has the lowest interaction
cost among the tools, since regions can be filled with a click. FlatMagic aims to “bucketify” the workflow to reduce behavioral effort
as well as perceived load. To do this, FlatMagic uses AI to convert an artist’s line drawing into a neural re-drawing that cleanly
partitions the image into AI regions that can be colored with the
bucket tool. Since AI cannot produce perfect output in all scenarios, a secondary goal of FlatMagic is to output finer regions that
allow artists to work around imperfect suggestions with a few extra clicks still using the bucket tool. When even the finer regions
are incorrect, FlatMagic allows artists to redraw region boundaries.
Aside from the technical challenges posed by dirty pixels and gaps
in region boundaries, our participants typically use high-resolution
images (larger than 9 megapixels). The quality of FlatMagic regions
should retain the sharpness of the artist’s line drawing without
“bleeding artifacts” [31].
• F1. Colorize: A click with the bucket tool will colorize the clicked
AI region enclosed by neural lines. Fig. 3 (a) shows an example.
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Figure 4: System overview: (a) A line drawing example, (b) Back-end AI-driven flat automation results, (c) Front-end interactions, bucketing (top) and tweak (bottom) in case the segment boundary needs revision, (d) Final results
The user chooses the fill color from a swatch (loadable as a JSON
file for consistent colors across many comics).
• F2. Fine colorize: This tool is the same as Colorize, except that
fine regions are enclosed by neural lines or artist lines (the union
of the lines). Fig. 3 (b) shows an example of Fine Colorize.
• F3. Tweak: Colorize and Fine Colorize can only meet a user’s
expectations if the region they wish to color is geometrically
isolated by neural or artist lines. If not, the user can manually
draw a line. Fig. 3 (c) shows an example Tweak interaction.

4.1

Front-end: Photoshop Plugin

FlatMagic is implemented as an Adobe Photoshop plugin. With
FlatMagic, Jocelyn begins by loading an artist’s line drawing (Fig. 4a).
FlatMagic’s back-end creates the neural re-drawing (and corresponding AI regions) and presents them as a separate layers in Photoshop (Fig. 4b). FlatMagic doesn’t attempt to predict colors for the
regions, since the artist will have already chosen character colors
in a previous design stage. Jocelyn uses the bucket tool to colorize
the suggested regions (Fig. 4c, top). When FlatMagic’s suggested
regions are incorrect, Jocelyn switches to using the finer region
suggestions and continues clicking to colorize with the bucket tool.
Only when all of the FlatMagic’s suggestions are incorrect, Jocelyn
tweaks a region boundary by redrawing it (Fig. 4c, bottom). When
finished, Jocelyn saves her results (d) in any format supported by
Photoshop.
4.1.1 UI Details. FlatMagic is integrated into Photoshop. On the
left side of the panel (Fig. 5 (a)), users can upload multiple line
drawings. The plugin sends each image to the AI back-end and
updates the thumbnail when complete. On the main canvas, FlatMagic shows a line drawing, its AI-computed neural re-drawing,
and regions as three layers: (1) the input artist line drawing (black
lines); (2) the neural re-drawing (green lines); (3) the AI regions
themselves shaded in distinct gray levels as an added visual cue.
User controls are located on the right side of the panel (Fig. 5 (b)):
Additional features other than F1, F2, and F3 are as follows:
• F4. View Options: FlatMagic allows the user to choose whether
the neural lines are visible (Fig. 3, (d) left) or not (Fig. 3, (d) right)
to preview the final flat colorization.
• F5. Declutter: This feature automatically annexes uncolored regions into adjacent colorized ones.

Figure 5: FlatMagic UI layout:It contains a file list shows all
flatting works, and a user can switch between them by clicking the thumbnail of each artwork (a). It also contains 3 panels which contain all functions of FlatMagic (b).
• F6. Export as Layers: Exports each colorized region in its own
layer before saving.
• F7. Load Swatch: Loads a JSON-based color swatch to allow
artists to choose consistent colors across all pages of a comic.

4.2

Back-end: AI-driven Flatting Support

Previous work has shown the limitations of convolutional neural
networks (CNN) trained in an end-to-end manner on the flatting
problem (lack of control over the output and color bleeding) and
heuristic approaches (Fig. 6). Therefore, the primary goal of our AIdriven back-end is to “redraw” the artist’s line drawing such that
the resulting line correctly partitions the image into flat fillable
regions. This provides users with an efficient intermediate representation for flatting (clicking to bucket-fill regions with a chosen
color) and familiar controls for correcting AI mistakes (tweaking or
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redrawing boundaries). The redrawn image must close gaps to prevent color spills and clean up anti-aliasing artifacts to prevent dirty
pixels. Automatically applying previously chosen colors is a topic
for future work. We use a CNN to perform the redrawing, obtaining what we call a neural re-drawing (Section 4.2.1). It is common
for professional artists to use high-resolution images (3-to-5k pixels on each side) during their work. Such images are too large for
CNNs. Thus, we downsample the artist’s line drawing before generating the neural re-drawing and then upsample the result. As upsampling can lead to color bleeding, we propose a post-processing
algorithm to remove such artifacts (Section 4.2.2). Fig. 8 illustrates
our back-end processing.

been shown to produce accurate region boundaries in image segmentation tasks.2 However, due to the extremely unbalanced distribution of black and white pixels in our data set, directly training a U-Net on them will encounter difficulties with convergence.
Therefore, we propose a masked redrawing loss to replace the typical 𝑙 2 loss. The masked redrawing loss is defined per-pixel as:

4.2.1

where 𝑃 is the network prediction, 𝐺𝑇 is the ground truth, 𝐼 is
the input gray-scale artist line drawing, and Threshold(𝑥) is 0 if
200
𝑥 < 255
and 1 otherwise. This has the effect of assigning different
weights to different pixels in the output. Mask1 reduces the weight
of white pixels because they are extremely common in a line drawing yet much less important than the black pixels. Mask2 emphasizes the difference along the artist’s drawn lines. Mask3 greatly
emphasizes the ground truth edges, since any different predictions
there can cause a significant reduction in flatting region quality.
This line-aware loss is inspired by a loss function previously used
in sketch cleanup [50].
We trained this model for 5 days on a single NVIDIA Tesla V100
GPU with a batch size of 8. The final prediction result is shown in
Fig. 7 (the last column of each group).

Neural Re-drawing.

Dataset. We train our CNN on a ground truth dataset shared
with us by a digital comic company. The dataset consists of 1,036
pairs of digital comic images at two stages in the production pipeline:
line art along with its flatting. Examples can be seen in Fig. 7, first
and second columns. As mentioned, we do not train our network
on colorful flatted images directly. Instead, we extract high-quality
edge maps using the Canny detector [8] from the flatted images
as the training ground truth and use the corresponding artist line
drawings as the training input (Fig. 7, first and third columns). To
avoid overfitting when training on a small training set, we performed data augmentation. We first down-sampled the shorter side
of each training image to 512 pixels, then randomly cropped each
image pair to 512 × 512 with random flipping as well.
Network Architecture and Loss Functions. We use U-Net [45] as
the backbone of our network since its U-shaped architecture has

Figure 6: Artifacts in previous approaches: (a) Zhang et al.
[62]’s output contains color bleeding artifacts, showing that
end-to-end learning based methods choose inaccurate colors at boundaries. (b) LazyBrush [54] creates inaccurate
boundaries, showing that deterministic or heuristic algorithms have difficulty precisely closing gaps. The red dotted
lines show ideal region boundaries.

𝑙 = ∥(Mask1 + Mask2 + Mask3 )(𝑃 − 𝐺𝑇 ) ∥ 2
1
Mask1 = Threshold(𝐺𝑇 ),
2
Mask2 = 1 − Threshold(𝐼 ),

(1)

Mask3 = 100(1 − 2 · Mask1 ),

4.2.2 Post-processing. To obtain our final neural re-drawing, we
first close small gaps in our network’s output via the trapped ball
flood fill algorithm with a radius of 3 [65]. Since our CNN outputs
images with a fixed resolution of 512 × 512, we then upsample the
trapped ball algorithm’s output to the original artist’s line drawing
resolution to obtain an image we call fillneural . Upsampling causes
color bleeding along boundaries (Fig. 8, “color bleeding removal”),
so we further post-process the image with a color bleeding removal
algorithm:
(1) Initialization. We first find connected components in the artist’s
line drawing to obtain fillflood . The connected components algorithm considers pixels to be connected to their 8 neighbors. The
artist’s line drawing is first thresholded using the same Threshold()
as in Section 4.2.1. We then compute the intersection between
regions in fillflood with regions in fillneural to obtain fillintersection .
Finally, we compute the adjacency matrix 𝑀adj between regions
in fillintersection . (This can be efficiently computed by creating perpixel region labels from the Cartesian product of each pixel’s
labels in fillflood and fillneural .)
(2) Color bleeding removal. We iteratively merge small regions
in fillintersection into their largest neighbor until no more merges
are possible. The lines in the artist’s line drawing are considered
to be “moats” and not neighbor to any regions. A region is small
if its size is less than 0.035% of the canvas size. After this step,
fillintersection has pixel-wise accuracy along lines in the artist’s
line drawing and no color bleeding.
2 the full training and back end code can be found at https://github.com/Nauhcnay/
flat_magic_backend/
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Figure 7: Samples from our training data set. In each example, from left to right: the artist’s line drawing, the ground truth flatted color image, the ground truth edge map extracted from it, the predicted edge map from our CNN without post-processing.
(3) Neural region re-grouping. fillintersection is still an over-segmentation of our desired neural re-drawing, since it is derived
from the intersection between fillneural and fillflood . Since the
time cost for a user to correct an overly merged region (by Tweaking or Fine Colorizing) is higher than bucket filling several overly
segmented regions, we choose a conservative merging strategy.
We only merge small regions whose size is less than 0.02% of
the image size. We merge all such regions in fillintersection that
are 90% covered by the same region in fillneural . The result is
fillmerged .
(4) neural re-drawing. Finally, we extract the edge map of fillmerged
with a Canny edge detector to obtain the neural re-drawing. The
neural re-drawing, fillmerged with a grayscale color scheme, and
the thresholded artist’s line drawing (using the same Threshold()
as earlier) are sent to the front-end as the three layers.

5

SUMMATIVE STUDY

In S2, we evaluated FlatMagic through two phases. In the first (S21), we conducted an experimental study with students in comicrelated academic programs to quantitatively measure if using FlatMagic can improve digital comic flat colorization practice. In the
second (S2-2), we deployed our system to professionals for a week,
asking them to use FlatMagic for their flatting tasks. After a week,
we conducted semi-structured interviews with them to qualitatively
understand the pros and cons of applying FlatMagic in their workflow.

5.1

Experimental Study (S2-1)

Our goal in S2-1 was to understand how participants’ behavioral
task performance and attitudinal perceptions vary between a baseline condition (i.e., their best practice) and an experimental condition (using FlatMagic).
5.1.1 Participants. We recruited our participants using snowball
and convenience sampling strategies [35]. Through a contact in the
academic community who specializes in digital comics, we identified study participants who (1) have at least one year of digital comic production experience (either in industry or for their

projects), (2) are skillful for digital flat colorization using modern
tools, and (3) be willing to commit one week to experience a new
flat colorization tool. We recruited 16 undergraduate and graduate students who are majoring digital comic and animation at a
research-centered university. Participant were compensated with
$80 (USD) for their participation over the course of a week.
Participants completed a demographic survey where we collected
their gender, age, their digital comic creation experience, and their
flat colorization skill level. Eleven of our participants identified as
female and five as male. Their ages ranged from 21 to 33 (𝑀=23,
𝑆𝐷=3.13). In terms of experience, 12 were involved in production
companies while four had experience producing digital comics for
projects. All participants believed themselves to be highly skilled
with Photoshop and Clip Studio Paint for digital comic creation.
Twelve of the 16 participants indicated a preference for Clip Studio Paint [10] over Photoshop for comic colorization.
5.1.2 Methodology. After completing the demographic survey, participants attended a synchronous “study onboarding” session, helping them understand the purpose of our study and what specific
tasks they need to do. Specifically, we asked them to flat six line
drawings using their best practice and another six using FlatMagic.
We did not constrain the type of tool they will use in baseline to
more accurately capture participants’ best performance they can
achieve through using their best tool. Overall, 14 participants decided to use ClipStudio while 2 chose Photoshop in baseline. To
make their flatting realistic, we obtained 12 line drawings3 professionally drawn by a mainstream digital comic production company
and published through their comic distribution platform. We split
the 12 line drawings into 2 datasets (D1 and D2) that were balanced by difficulty level. In assigning the condition and datasets,
all participants completed D1 first and D2 next. However, we counterbalanced for ordering effects by randomly assigning 8 participants into starting with FlatMagic while other 8 to start with their
best practice (see Fig. 9). To guide participants in completing their
flatting, we made a specification guideline that shows (1) how the
3 The

line drawings we used in the study are not included in the dataset used to train
our neural re-drawing model.
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Figure 8: Back-end overview. Our AI-driven flat automation combines the flatting result from both neural fill map (the result
in upper branch) and flood fill map (the result in lower branch). And output initial flatting result (in gray-scale color), line
drawing, flat region boundary (neural line) as separate layers
finalized flat outcome should exactly look like and (2) what specific
HEX color code they need to use for each segment. This guideline
was distributed at the beginning of each condition. The overall flow
of our experimental study is summarized in Figure 9.
We asked participants to screen record their flatting work. Upon
completing each condition, we asked participants to submit a survey with the following questions:
• Q1-Q6: “How long did you spend to complete flatting this line
drawing?”
• Q7: “Using the tool helped me finish flatting putting less time
and effort.”
• Q8: “Using the tool helped me finish high-quality flat outcomes.”
• Q9: “I was able to fully control the quality of flat outcomes using
the features offered by the tool.”
• Q10: “With the support of automation features offered by the
tool, I was able to finish flatting with reduced effort.”
• Q11: “In general, the tool worked as I intended and matched
with my expectation.”
• Q12: “When the tool introduced unwanted errors, I was able to
recover it easily.”
• Q13: “Please freely share your thoughts on your experience about
the tool you used to complete six flats.”
For Q1–Q6, we asked participants to input task completion time.
Even though we recorded their flatting sessions, we asked participants to track times and submit them through this survey (1) to
make them mindful that their task completion time is measured
so that they can focus on completing the task with less time, and
(2) to help us exclude the time they did not focus in the records;
we asked them to turn off their time measurement whenever they
cannot focus on the flatting task due to unexpected distraction. For
Q7–12, participants indicated a response on a 7-level Likert scale,
from “Strongly Disagree” (1) to “Strongly Agree” (7). Finally, Q13
was meant to elicit participants’ open-ended, impression about the
condition. Along with the survey, we asked participants to submit

their flat outcomes to check how accurately they finished the flatting, and their screen recording videos which were used to further
analyze patterns in their flatting in both conditions.
Flatting in the baseline condition can take anywhere from 10
minutes to multiple hours depending on the complexity of a line
drawing and their skill levels. Therefore, we gave participants a
week to finish the six flats. In the experimental condition, we hosted
a synchronous session that lasted roughly three hours. At the beginning of the session, we helped participants install FlatMagic on
their computers. Then we provided a tutorial that involved a stepby-step flat demonstration with one line drawing image. In our
demonstration, we asked participants to follow along and ask questions freely. Afterwards, we gave them two additional line drawings an an exercise. Once they completed these exploratory exercises, they started flatting six line drawings. Of the 16 participants,
15 completed every task and submitted their records. P11 was unable to install FlatMagic due to a version conflict with Photoshop.

5.1.3 Measures. We measured both behavioral and attitudinal aspects of users’ tool usage. Task completion time records we collected through survey Q1—Q6 were used as a proxy for participants’ behavioral task efficiency. In measuring behavioral task effectiveness, we compared participants’ final flat outcomes with the
ground truth. The rest of the questions in the survey were used to
measure perceived task efficiency (Q7), perceived effectiveness (Q8),
perceived quality of control (Q9), perceived quality of automation
(Q10), perceived mental model match (Q11), and perceived error recovery (Q12). We evaluated the default accuracy of the baseline
condition (i.e., flood fill results taken directly from an input line
drawing) and experimental condition (i.e., the output of our neural re-drawing model). In the baseline, we measure accuracy as the
distance between the boundaries of regions created by flood filling
the input line drawing—this is the usual algorithm in users’ best
practice—with the boundaries of ground truth flat filled regions.
Specifically, we compute the Chamfer distance which measures
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Figure 9: The flow of our experimental study.
the average minimum distance between the two sets of boundary
lines [6]. A distance of 0 means that the baseline creates regions
that exactly match ground truth. Non-zero distance means the user
needs additional operations to either merge over-segmented regions or draw lines via FlatMagic’s tweak interaction to recover
under-segmented regions. In the experimental condition, we performed the same evaluation on the lines generated by our neural
re-drawing model. Then we compared its accuracy with the baseline condition. The ground truth data consisted of 889 images that
our AI had not seen during training.

5.2

Expert Study (S2-2)

Our goals in S2-2 were to obtain (1) a contextualized understanding of how industry professionals perceive FlatMagic when using
it to their real practice, and (2) their perspectives regarding challenges and opportunities of adopting AI-driven tools in the near
future in the field of digital comic colorization, after their usage of
FlatMagic. To recruit professional artists, we leveraged a contact
who was an industry practitioner specializing in comic creation
and publication. Through the practitioner, we recruited five professionals who had more than 3 years of digital comic creation experience and particular expertise in colorization. In the case of the
expert study, participants agreed to the interviews without compensation. We note that participants in S2-1 and S2-2 used exactly
the same version of FlatMagic.
We invited the five professionals in a synchronous session and
helped them to install and learn how to use FlatMagic. Once they
became comfortable using FlatMagic, we asked them to freely apply our system in their work for a week. We did not force them
to use our tools only during the study period. But asked them to
use at least three days. After the week of use, we probed with four
questions through an interview: (1) Comparison: which aspects
of FlatMagic were better or worse than the tools they are using for
flatting, (2) Adoption: pros and cons of adopting FlatMagic in their
practice, (3) Balance: their perspective about the balance between
automation and control, and (4) Opportunities: How AI-driven
tools can evolve in the future for comic colorization tasks. These
perspectives were written in a slide deck and presented through
a screen while interviewing. The session lasted 47 minutes on average, ranging from 35 minutes to 52 minutes. In analyzing the
interviews, we followed the same process as in S1.

5.3

Results

We found using FlatMagic helped participants to significantly reduce their labor while achieving similar quality outcomes to their
best practice. For example, we found significant gains on task efficiency for both behavioral and attitudinal measures in the experimental condition. However, no significant differences were found
in behavioral and attitudinal measures related to task effectiveness. One notable pattern that could explain this is FlatMagic’s

reasonable quality of automation that specifically focuses on flatting. Participants indicated significantly higher satisfaction with
the automation FlatMagic presents compared to baseline. In S2-2,
such positive aspects that FlatMagic offered led experts to express
their willingness to use our new design in their practice and intention to adopt. However, our study also revealed some interaction
bottlenecks and unexpected AI behaviors that can be improved in
the future. We expand on these analyses and insights below. Along
with participants’ high ratings for quality of automation, our AI
model’s accuracy evaluation indicates that the initial flat regions
output by FlatMagic’s neural re-drawing substantially reduced participants’ need to perform manual re-drawing (tweak operations in
FlatMagic) versus the baseline flood filling approach.
5.3.1 Task efficiency. To compare behavioral task efficiency of task
completion time, we compared the distributions using a MannWhitney U-test as the distributions did not follow a normal distribution (see Fig.10, (a)). The test revealed a significant difference between baseline and FlatMagic. Participants using FlatMagic spent
significantly less time than their current practice (𝑀𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =290sec,
𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑝 =210sec., 𝑈 = 2641.5, 𝑛𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 90, 𝑝 < 0.00001, twotailed). Two participants, P1 and P2, spent over 2000 seconds for
the baseline line drawings. To ensure that these were not responsible for depressing the baseline distribution we removed them
but still found a significant improvement for FlatMagic (𝑈 = 2254,
𝑛𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 78, 𝑝 < 0.01, two-tailed). Overall, participants experienced a 28% speed gain when using FlatMagic. Aligning with the
behavioral gain, attitudinal constructs of perceived task efficiency
were significantly higher in FlatMagic than the baseline (𝑀𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =5,
𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑝 =6, 𝑈 = 49, 𝑛𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 15, 𝑝 < 0.05, two tailed. See Fig.10,
(e), “Efficiency”).
We were interested in further understanding if performance gains
depended on participant skill. We categorized our participants into
five groups based on how fast they performed flatting in baseline:
very fast (spent less than 50% of time than average completion
time), fast (between 50% and 90%), average (between 90% and 110%),
slow (between 120% and 200%) and very slow (spent more than
200% of time). However, all groups had some improvement. The
very fast group had 8% gain (𝑀𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =191, 𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑝 =176), the fast group
increased 14% (𝑀𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =246, 𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑝 =210 ) and the average group improved 16% group (𝑀𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =293, 𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑝 =248 ). The slow group improved nearly 50% (𝑀𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =443, 𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑝 =239). The slowest group improved by nearly five times over the baseline (𝑀𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =704, 𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑝 =150).
This pattern shows FlatMagic can be especially helpful for people
who are in the early or intermediate skill level in comic flatting and
colorization. While slower groups spent more time in the baseline,
we found the time to finish flatting with FlatMagic was relatively
constant and didn’t change significantly by expertise (see Fig.10,
(c)). This may indicate a ceiling effect to the automated flatting
process. With algorithmic or processing improvements it is possible that these could further decrease.
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Figure 10: Behavior Efficiency. (a) Overall task completion time differences between the baseline condition (i.e., relying on
participants’ best practice) and experimental condition (using FlatMagic). Task completion time changes between baseline and
experimental (b) depending on how fast participants performed at baseline, and (c) depending on how complex line drawings
were. Behavior Effectiveness: (d) Color match test and shape mast test results. Attitudinal Perceptions (red lines indicate a
distribution mean): (e) From the left, Perceived Efficiency, Perceived Effectiveness, Perceived quality of Control, Perceived
quality of Automation, Mental model Match, and Ease of Recovery from errors.

Figure 11: Failure cases detected by distance metrics. (a) the
ground truth, (b) the user flat result, (c) the error captured
by color distance, (d) the error captured by shape distance

5.3.2 Task effectiveness. While we found significant gains in task
effectiveness, we didn’t find significant differences in the quality
of flatting. To measure the behavioral task effectiveness, we first
made a flat quality testing map based on the absolute pixel value
differences between participants’ flat results and ground truth. Then
we visually checked every map to see if there were any noticeable

regions. For internal validity, we blocked the condition information (i.e., baseline or FlatMagic) when performing this comparison.
If we saw any noticeable areas due to pixel differences, we pulled
out the flat outcome and examined both color and shape. For color,
we tested if every region in a flat result was filled with the color
specified in the guideline (see Fig. 11 (c) for a failure case). For
shape, we tested if every region in a flat result occupied the right
area as in the guideline (see Fig. 11 (d) for a failure case). Seventyfour baseline flats passed the color test (16 failed). With FlatMagic,
81 passed with nine failures (see left in Fig. 10 (d)). Results in the
shape test were more similar with 85 passing (5 failures) and 87
passing (and 3 failures) for the baseline and FlatMagic conditions,
respectively (see right in Fig. 10 (d)). A 𝜒 2 test found no significant
differences between the two conditions. This result was consistent
with participant’s perception of their accuracy. A Mann-Whitney
U-test showed answer distributions of perceived task effectiveness
in both conditions as having no significant difference (see Fig. 10
(e), “Effectiveness”).
5.3.3 Automation-Control Balance. Through the qualitative analysis of the interviews in S2-2, we found participants highly valued
the capability to revise between stages in their colorization workflow. They mentioned that the current scope of automation didn’t
provide “enough grip” on the stages of flatting, shadowing, and
lighting, which made them reluctant to adopt current AI-driven
colorization tools in their work settings. Many of them mentioned
that they enjoyed using the tool because they could flat with FlatMagic and then apply further effects using some other tool they
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are already familiar with. The fact that they could separate the outcomes between the stages contributed to leading them to feel that
FlatMagic’s balance between automation and control is “just about
right” (P3). P5 mentioned: “the balance [between automation and
control] makes this tool way better in my setting which I couldn’t
find in previous [AI-driven colorization] tools.”
5.3.4 Gaining Task Performance. Along with participants’ positive
view on the balance, they also indicated a strong belief that FlatMagic’s automation feature would reduce their labor in flatting. In
S2-1, a Mann-Whitney U test showed participants’ perceived quality of automation to be significantly higher when using FlatMagic
than following their best practice (𝑀𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =5, 𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑝 =6, 𝑈 = 62, 𝑛𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
= 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 15, 𝑝 < 0.05, two tailed. See Fig.10, (e), “Automation”). The
positive expectations about their performance gain with FlatMagic
can also be explained through our neural re-drawing model’s accuracy evaluation. The accuracy evaluation suggests a reason for
users’ task efficiency speedup: less manual re-drawing (i.e., tweak
operations) and no additional merge operations (i.e., bucketing)
compared to the baseline condition. The distance from our neural
model’s suggested region boundaries to ground truth is approximately half the distance from the baseline suggested region bound=
aries to ground truth (𝑀neural = 0.699, 𝑀base = 1.24, 𝑀𝑀neural
base
0.56). The greater this distance, the more suggested regions are
under-segmented which requires more user tweaks. The distance
from ground truth region boundaries to our neural model’s suggested regions and the baseline regions was similar (𝑀neural =
11.642, 𝑀base = 11.647, 𝑀𝑀neural
≈ 1.) The greater this distance,
base
the more suggested regions are over-segmented, which requires
users to merge regions. Theoretically, the maximum number of
operations (minimum speedup) required for a user under our system should not be more than the baseline condition, whereas the
minimum number of operations (maximum speedup) will be a few
bucket fills equal to the number of flat regions in the ground truth
and no re-drawing operations. Therefore, the model accuracy highly
affects the system’s usability. The current result shows that our
neural re-drawing model generally gives a speedup for the user
on all tested drawings, but there is still much space for further
speedups.
Additionally, professionals indicated that using the bucket interaction for flatting—rather than the brush or lasso which can
require more time and precision—was a benefit of FlatMagic. P1
mentioned: “Most of the time, before I fill one region with bucket, I
select the right area with Lasso, or set a parameter that tells me how
much opened lines the bucket will close. Eliminating this step made
things pretty easy.” P5 reflected: “I love the fact that I don’t need to
retouch the dirty areas after bucketing.”.
The high-quality initial segmentation and bucketing interaction
paradigm led to a positive impression about the tool. However, we
found some participants related some concerns. As we might expect, participants did not like situations in which errors were unexpected and required more time to fix. First, participants had a
negative reaction to the loading time when using the tweak operation. P2 shared her insights about the interaction delay: “When I get
into a serious working mode, my expected response time standard is
generally less than 0.1 seconds. I applied tweak in several cases. This
makes me wait at least more than 5 seconds. I feel like my hands
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are bound. To be honest, I don’t like that feeling. I might feel like, oh
well, better do it by myself.”. In S2, we didn’t find participants’ perceived quality of control different between conditions (see Fig. ⁇
(e), “Control”). However, the two participants who gave the system
the lowest score (< 3) were in the “very fast” group. Even though
the overall time for a FlatMagic driven flatting may be faster, the
perception in some cases was that it was slower. This creates an
interesting challenge in designing human-AI-driven tools for professionals. As a possible solution, P2 suggested, “I don’t like that
the tool makes me wait while seeing the screen. Hope some expensive
jobs, like making initial segments or preparing for tweaks, can be processed beforehand while I’m doing something else.” We reflect more
on this in the discussion below.
While participants thought FlatMagic generally presents highquality segment results, they also noted that they sometimes experienced the opposite. Some of them shared interesting solutions
that could fix such cases. For instance, P5 said that poor results
made her feel that she could have added more constraints and parameters before FlatMagic generated the first segments for flats. In
the prototype implementation, flatting is done to the entire image.
So when errors need to be fixed, this often takes the same amount
of time whether there is one tweak or many. P5 suggested that it
would be desirable to have partial flatting using different parameters or partial “re-flatting” to refine the results. We found these new
controls shared by participants interesting, because they address
scenarios where automation cannot fully satisfy their expectations.
Lastly, P2 and P4 shared their concern about the generalizability
of FlatMagic. In some cases—such as when the line drawing contained many ‘open lines’ or had low resolution—they found that
they had to do more significant retouching. These limitations introduce interesting avenues for future work.

5.3.5 Intention to Adopt. In general, we found that allowing professionals to use intermediate representation in their digital comic
colorization crucial for applying our tool in their practice. Participants liked the tool’s focus towards supporting digital comic flatting and colorization rather than presenting a generic colorization
tool that can be applied in different domains. While intermediate
representation was an important factor for motivating professionals to use our tool, another reason that helped them to feel positive
about applying FlatMagic was closely related to their expectation
or belief that using this tool can improve their task performance
which is one main factor for new technology adoption [56]). A
combination of two factors seemed to factor into participants’ positive reactions to the adoption question: (1) enabling the right balance between automation and control and (2) implementation of a
high-performing automation quality. While the experts expressed
their satisfaction about our neural re-draw model’s performance,
they still mentioned they were able to spot some edge cases that
FlatMagic automation failed (i.e., presenting wrong segments that
need a lot of labor to recover). For these, participants felt they
would need new dedicated interaction features to specifically handle these cases.
Participants noted a few other benefits to using FlatMagic and
this influenced their likelihood to adopt. First, participants felt that
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Figure 12: Scoping the AI’s automation for intermediate representation (a): full AI automation with no revisable check
points (b): modularized AI automation with intermediate
representation
because FlatMagic was built into a technical infrastructure (Photoshop) they are already familiar with, they could more easily integrate the approach into their toolset. Second, our participants appreciated the focus on the qualities important for their industry.
For example, unlike other solutions, FlatMagic works with highresolution images and removes bleeding artifacts.

6

DISCUSSION & IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN

We offer some high level insights on intermediate representations
that we learned in the process of designing and building FlatMagic.
In addition to considerations for general AI support, we also reflect
on the design space for digital comic colorization.

6.1

Intermediate Representations

6.1.1 Applying Intermediate Representation. Existing human-AI design guidelines have noted the importance of balancing automation and control [3, 4, 24]. Though these are important high-level
guidelines, they do not provide concrete guidance on how designers can make decisions of scope at the automation-control boundary. We posit that when AI-based subsystems are to be included
as automating components, it is crucial to consider intermediate
representations.
With end-to-end approaches (see Fig. 12, (a)) the underlying assumption is that the entire workflow can and should be automated.
This is the strategy adopted by most existing colorization tools–the
line drawing is the input and fully colorized results are the output.
However, as we discovered in S1, most professionals did not like
these solutions. These reflected a form of AI over-scoping. We believe that this type of over-scoping decision is made when there is
a lack of understanding of individual workflow stages. This may be
due to ascribing to the entire workflow (e.g., colorization) what is
disliked about a sub-part (e.g., flatting). Perhaps worse, is ignoring
the various intermediate states of the workflow on which the enduser can act. In overly-focusing on the input (e.g., line-drawing)
and output (e.g., fully colorized image), systems may remove critical intermediate steps. In observing real practitioners, we could see
how they worked with different intermediate representations (e.g.,
layers, polygons, flatted regions, and images, etc.). If it was necessary to make a correction, artists knew where in the workflow to
make those corrections. Errors were corrected before they had the
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chance to propagate. It was also evident where the error happened,
and clear how to fix it. End-to-end systems remove that capability
as the user can only manipulate the input and observe changes in
the output. Perhaps with perfect automation, this may not be a
problem. However, our S1 participants indicated that limited intermediate controls in existing (imperfect) tools were “deal-breaker.”
Instead, with FlatMagic, we opted to focus on a narrower piece
of the workflow–one where intermediate representations were possible. This down-scopes the AI’s role, but as our study (S2) demonstrates, this is overall positive. In contrast to the end-to-end approach, intermediate representations offer a modularized architecture (see Fig. 12, (b)). In our specific case, our focus was on image
flatting. The input was still the line drawing, but the output was
a layered flatted image–something artists knew how to work with
and already did. When mistakes happened, it was obvious where
they were happening. In addition, because the range of errors was
smaller (e.g., we didn’t have to worry about lighting errors), they
were easier to correct with a smaller set of tools and controls. Finally, it is worth re-iterating that a significant advantage of this approach was that we could reduce the work on the parts the artists
didn’t want to do while leaving the parts they did.
Though these kinds of intermediate representations and modularization are not always feasible, we reflect on some possible decision points when considering the design of AI systems:
• A1. When designing a human-AI collaboration tool, it is key to
understand the details and properties of each stage of the workflow.
• A2. When deciding the input and output of an AI model to automate parts of the workflow, designers might carefully consider
(1) the AI’s usefulness: the degree to which the automation can
reduce the user’s labor both for that task and the entire workflow; (2) User values: how much a user desires to have a particular step automated.
• A3. When deciding on “merging” multiple steps into one automated component, a designer might consider a few factors. First,
merging multiple steps can ‘break’ a user’s mental model of the
process. The user may not be able to identify how or why errors
are occurring or how to correct for them. Thus, a second key
consideration is if there is an advantage or need to interact with
intermediate artifacts. In many situations, professionals can correct for errors by accessing those intermediate states. Eliminating that ability is detrimental.
One important caveat to point A2 is that while it is important
to consider the users’ stated values, intents, and desires, these may
be biased. For example, negative past experiences (e.g., with past
‘bad’ AI technologies) will color the response on what people say
they want or don’t want to automate. For example, in S1, several
participants felt negative about having AI-driven support on more
creative parts of the workflow, such as shading. However, after
using our tool, participants in S2-2, experts’ attitudes towards having AI-driven tools for later stages became more positive. One advantage of modularized intermediate representations is that they
can be enabled or disabled as desired and may also enable a more
gradual adoption once trust is built. This presents an interesting
strategic space for considering how and if a tool may be adopted:
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• S1. Useful AI, Positive valuation: When the AI is useful and
the valuation of the automation is positive we can expect that
users will adopt the tool. This is the most promising situation.
• S2. Useful AI, Negative valuation: When the AI is useful, we
may still have a situation where an individual either doesn’t
want or doesn’t think they want, the automation. Here, it may be
worth considering different adoption strategies. Different ways
of presenting the automation, ‘nudges’, or AI adaptations may
convince a user to realize the value of the AI component.
• S3. Non-useful AI, Positive valuation: Here, the end-user may
want something automated, but the AI is unable to meet the objective. The danger in presenting a problematic AI component is
that it will discourage adopting both of that component and others. This state also suggests that additional down-scoping (i.e.,
finding a smaller intermediate representation) might be a solution.
• S4. Non-useful AI, Negative valuation: While this may be a
“back to the drawing board” situation, it may also be the result of
a combination of inaccurate need modeling, scoping, technical
limitations, and adoption strategies.
6.1.2 Implementation challenges: Once the scope is established, our
experience was that the next challenge was creating a balance in
functions between the back– and front–ends. This is both an engineering concern, but also a question of which AI functions to
make visible and in what way. In the case of FlatMagic, rather than
creating novel interactions we leveraged our understanding of the
inputs and output artifacts in existing workflows. In our particular
situation, we used the existing line art as input and a layered file
as output (similar to what an artist might get from a professional
flatter). Additionally, the specific tools we provided for marking up
the image were very similar to tools already in use in the drawing
applications (e.g., simple line drawing).
One additional challenge that is worth considering is the interaction and mixing of AI and deterministic algorithms (in our
case, trapped ball filling). AI components are unpredictable, flexible, context-dependent, and can be implemented through a bottomup approach, starting from data. A deterministic algorithm is predictable, rigid, certain, and is a top-down approach often starting
from human logic. In our case, our neural re-drawing algorithm
learned when to close falsely opened lines and when to open falsely
closed lines. This was key for yielding high-quality segmentation.
However, even good segmentation was not enough to satisfy professional standards. For example, we would still observe bleeding
in the flatted images. To enhance the robustness of our tool in
high resolution without this bleeding effect, we needed to combine more certain, rule-driven algorithms in our technical pipeline.
Considering how the AI and deterministic algorithms will interact
as well as leveraging each to support the other allowed us to overcome various usefulness and usability hurdles. It is very likely that
the smaller scoping made this possible.

6.2

Better Comic Colorization with AI

In this section, we synthesize some of the challenges and design
opportunities for applying AI-driven solutions in this space. These
are largely based on the interviews in S1 and S2-2.
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6.2.1 Stage-Focused Design. Based on S1, we identified that the
most promising target for automation was the flat stage. Automation was both desired and possible. That said, we believe that there
is still space for improvement. Additionally, as we noted above, participant attitudes towards automation appeared to change given
their use of FlatMagic. This potentially opens the door to automating other parts of the workflow. Most likely this is still using intermediate representations rather than merged tasks. We briefly
describe possible aspects for future work.
(1) Improving FlatMagic flat automation: As we briefly introduced
in S2 results, some participants expressed their desire to build
better segments using AI by pre-parameter specification and/or
post re-flatting of a subset of a region. While the idea seems
straightforward, we expect the need for building a specialized
technical pipeline that allows two different segments to be coherently be merged.
(2) Interactive Shadowing: While no participants in S1 mentioned
that they wish to use AI-driven shadowing, some participants
in S2 discussed the need for interactive shadowing (S2P1, S2P2,
S2P3). Some indicated that they wished they could specify light
sources and draw rough guidelines to create fast cel-style shadows. Others mentioned applying different levels of shadow to a
single character (to add an emphasis on a part of the character)
or to different characters.
(3) Inter-color harmony: Some mentioned that the hardest point
when working on colorization is to decide the set of colors well
balanced and not obtrusively popping out. This indicates another
potential automated or semi-automated step that is actually outside of the standard colorization workflow.
6.2.2 Working on Multiple Panels. Our participants mentioned they
release approximately 50–70 panels per week. These present the
same characters over multiple screens with the same color palette.
Colorizing that many scenes requires significant labor. Many of
our participants mentioned that they feel inefficient when manually working on each panel despite the color or style similarities between panels. More than half of the participants mentioned “batch
colorization (S1P1)” or “multi-scene control(S2P5)” as desired features. Their suggestions fell into roughly three categories:
(1) Semantic-based batch flat control: several participants mentioned
that flatting one character in one scene can be applied to different scenes with the same character. One example of connecting
between multiple scenes is using semantic-based labeling. For
example, flat segments can be specified with a particular character’s semantically meaningful segment (e.g., hair, or shirt). Using this semantic information, the tool can create inter-image semantic region connections, which can be used for multi-character
colorization. Some expressed that multi-scene processing would
be a ‘game-changer.’.
(2) Context-dependent global re-colorization: Another request was
for the batch-controls to take into account context when flatting
or re-colorizing flat segments. For example, using different colors for morning versus sunset or for spring versus winter..
(3) Headless and batch processing: One final request was for the
ability to flat multiple images without requiring any user interaction. Once they understood which images the flatting system
worked well with, this could be entirely automated without the
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use of the GUI. This functionality would allow them to use idle
compute cycles or servers to process files..
One note is that while many professionals had similar high-level
workflows, their specific implementation of tasks might be significantly different. While we have attempted to capture patterns in
their needs, there is also the opportunity to provide more personalized automation functionality.

7

CONCLUSION

Through this work, we sought to provide a useful and usable tool
for comic artists. We identified the flat stage as a particular target
for automation. We created FlatMagic and found in multiple studies that professionals found it both useful and usable. Through our
construction of FlatMagic and our studies we identified a strategy
that is focused on automating sub-pieces of a workflow through AI
technologies. We describe how intermediate representations and
modularization may lead to better, and more adoptable, human-AI
interfaces and interactions.
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